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Let us welcome participants by conference call from all FL –  

Tampa Bay, Orlando, Miami ZAF and all over NA! 

A special welcome to our own Kersi Munshi and Dolly for all 

arrangements to set up the telephone bridge for our Tele Class. 
 

Jo Ann and I are very humbled by your response, patience and attendance to 

these classes and hope we continue this type of Z Religious classes in the 

future for the betterment of all!                                                    

Roj 25 Ashishvangh aCiSwaGh , Maah 7 – Meher mvhvr , Y.Z. 1382 
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   Good                   Good               Good      

   Deeds                 Words           Thoughts 

Thanks to our own Behram Pastakia, he arranged to have 2 

International participants to this Tele Class!! 

A special welcome to Arnavaz Chubb, past president of the Zoroastrian 

Association of Victoria, from Melbourne, Australia! 
And how about Viraf Viraf Hansotia from Spenta Multimedia, Mumbai, also mentioned his interest 

in exploring whether such a Zoroastrian religious educational telecast could be simultaneously 

translated into Farsi to include our Zarathushti brethren from Iran  to be able to participate in the 

educational material that you will be sharing.  

So here we are with Viraf and his simultaneous Farsi Translators, a first for our Tele Class! 

                                                   Let us start with the class! 
 

Roj 25 Ashishvangh aCiSwaGh , Maah 7 – Meher mvhvr , Y.Z. 1382 
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Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Agenda: 
1. Cyrus Cylinder: What is it? 

2. How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 

3. What is its contents? – Cyrus’ lineage and his achievements 

4. Verification of its contents by Old Testament! 

5. Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 

6. Reverence for him in ancient & modern world (Europe, USA, Quran) 

7. Cyrus Cylinder - Its USA Tour in 2013 at 5 different places. 

8. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English and Cyber Hama Zor Greeting 

9. Acknowledgements   4 



Cyrus Cylinder: What is it? 

 It is an ancient clay cylinder, now broken into several fragments 

A declaration written in Akkadian cuneiform script in the name of the 

Achaemenid king Cyrus the Great 

 It dates from the 6th century BC (539 – 530) and was discovered in the 

ruins of Babylon in Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) in 1879 

 It was created and used as a foundation deposit of the ruined Esagila 

temple following the Persian conquest of Babylon in 539 BC 

 It is currently in the possession of the British Museum, which 

sponsored the expedition that discovered the cylinder.     5 



Cyrus Cylinder: What is it? 

• It is a barrel-shaped cylinder of baked clay measuring 8.9 in by 3.9 in 

at its maximum diameter. 

• It was created in several stages around a cone-shaped core of clay 

within which there are large grey stone inclusions.  

• It was built up with extra layers of clay to give it a cylindrical shape 

before a fine surface slip of clay was added to the outer layer, on 

which the text is inscribed in Akkadian cuneiform script 

• It was excavated in several fragments, having apparently broken 

apart in antiquity, survived for over 2500 years! 

• Today it exists in two main fragments, "A" and "B", reunited in 1972. 

   6 
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How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 
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• The Assyro-British archaeologist Hormuzd 

Rassam discovered the Cyrus Cylinder in March 

1879 during excavations in Mesopotamia 

carried out for the British Museum. 

• placed as a foundation deposit in the 

foundations of the Ésagila, the city's main 

temple & shrine to the chief Babylonian god 

Marduk. 

• The main body of the Cylinder, discovered by 

Rassam in 1879, is fragment "A".  

• The smaller fragment, "B", is a section 

measuring 3.4 in 2.2 in.  

• The latter fragment was acquired by J.B. Nies of 

Yale University from an antiquities dealer.  



Cylinder was discovered in the mound of Tell Amran-

ibn-Ali under which lay the ruined Esagila temple. 

Babylon in 

Mesopotemia 

(land between 

rivers Tigris & 

Euphrates), in 

Iraq 
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How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 
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• The smaller fragment, "B", is a section 

measuring 3.4 in 2.2 in.  

• The latter fragment was acquired by J.B. Nies 

of Yale University from an antiquities dealer. 

• fragment was apparently broken off the main 

body of the Cylinder  

• was not confirmed as part of the Cylinder 

until Paul-Richard Berger of the University of 

Münster definitively identified it in 1970. 

• Yale University lent the fragment to the 

British Museum temporarily (in practice, 

indefinitely) in exchange for "a suitable 

cuneiform tablet" from the British Museum 

collection. 

The Cyrus Cylinder  

in Room 55 of  

the British Museum in London 

How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 



Cyrus Cylinder 

Broken segments 

Permanently 

housed at the 

British Museum, 

Room 52, London 

Akkadian 

cuneiform script 

Sashi Tharoor, Under-

Secretary-General , UN, 

explains Cyrus Cylinder 

in UN Building 

presented in 1971 to UN 

by Shah of Iran. 
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A declaration written in Akkadian cuneiform script in the name of the 

Achaemenid king Cyrus the Great 

 Translation by Irving Finkel, Assistant Keeper, Department of the 

Middle East, British Museum 

 Translated from the original text by Shahrokh Razmjou, curator, 

Department of the Middle East 

 The surviving inscription on the Cyrus Cylinder consists of 45 lines of 

text written in Akkadian cuneiform script.  

 The first 35 lines are on fragment "A" and the remainder are on 

fragment "B.“ 

A number of lines at the start and end of the text are too badly 

damaged for more than a few words to be legible. 

  13 

What is its contents? – his lineage and achievements in Babylon  



The surviving inscription on 

the Cyrus Cylinder consists of 

45 lines of text written in 

Akkadian cuneiform script.    14 

What is its contents? – his lineage and achievements in Babylon  



What is its contents? – Summary of 45 Lines 
The text is written in an extremely formulaic style that can be divided 

into six distinct parts: 

1. Lines 1–19: an introduction reviling Nabonidus, the previous king of 

Babylon, and associating Cyrus with the god Marduk; 

2.  Lines 20–22: detailing Cyrus's royal titles and genealogy, and his 

peaceful entry to Babylon; 

3.  Lines 22–34: a commendation of Cyrus's policy of restoring Babylon; 

4.  Lines 34–35: a prayer to Marduk on behalf of Cyrus and his son 

Cambyses; 

5.  Lines 36–37: a declaration that Cyrus has enabled the people to live 

in peace and has increased the offerings made to the gods; 

6.  Lines 38–45: details of the building activities ordered by Cyrus in 

Babylon.   15 



What is its contents? – A Sample Translations of some lines  
A sample translation of lines 20 – 22: detailing Cyrus's royal titles and 

genealogy, and his peaceful entry to Babylon: 

20.I am Cyrus, king of the universe, the great king, the powerful king, 

king of Babylon, of Sumer and Akkad, of the four quarters of the world,  

 21.son of Cambyses, the great king, king of the city of Anshan, 

grandson of Cyrus, the great king, ki[ng of the ci]ty of Anshan, 

descendant of Teispes, the great king, king of the city of Anshan,  

 22.the perpetual seed of kingship, whose reign Bel (Marduk)and Nabu 

love, and with whose kingship, to their joy, they concern themselves.  

When I went as harbinger of peace i[nt]o Babylon  
 

(Official Text of complete 45 lines translation:  

http://www.cyrusgreat.com/content/view/16/2/)   16 



20 a-na-ku 
m

Ku-ra-áš LUGAL kiš-šat LUGAL GAL 

LUGAL dan-nu LUGAL TIN.TIR
ki

 LUGAL KUR 

šu-me-ri ú ak-ka-di-i LUGAL kib-ra-a-ti er-bé-et-tì 

I am Cyrus, king of the world, great king, 

mighty king, king of Babylon, king of 

Sumer and Akkad, king of the four 

quarters, 

21 DUMU 
m

Ka-am-bu-zi-ia LUGAL GAL LUGAL 

URU an-ša-an DUMU DUMU 
m

Ku-ra-áš LUGAL 

GAL LUGA[L U]RU an-ša-an ŠÀ.BAL.BAL 
m

ši-iš-

pi-iš LUGAL GAL LUGAL URU an-šá-an 

the son of Cambyses, great king, king of 

Anšan, grandson of Cyrus, great king, 

king of Anšan, descendant of Teispes, 

great king, king of Anšan, 

22 NUMUN da-ru-ú ša LUGAL-ú-tu ša 
d
EN u 

d
NÀ 

ir-a-mu pa-la-a-šu a-na tu-ub ŠÀ-bi-šú-nu ih-ši-ha 

L[UGA]L-ut-su e-nu-ma a-n[a q]é-reb TIN.TIR
ki

e-

ru-bu sa-li-mi-iš 

of an eternal line of kingship, whose rule 

Bêl and Nabu love, whose kingship they 

desire fot their hearts' pleasure. When I 

entered Babylon in a peaceful manner, 

 

A sample translation of lines 20 – 22: detailing Cyrus's royal titles and 

genealogy, and his peaceful entry to Babylon:  

original Akkadian Cuneiform script and its translation side by side: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

(Complete side by side translation:  

http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrus_I/cyrus_cylinder2.html)   17 



What is its contents?  
A sample translation of lines 34 – 37: detailing Cyrus's Prayer and 

sacrifices to the Gods: 

34.I returned them unharmed to their cells, in the sanctuaries that make 

them happy.  May all the gods that I returned to their sanctuaries,  

 35.every day before Bel and Nabu, ask for a long life for me, and 

mention my good deeds, and say to Marduk, my lord, this: “Cyrus, the 

king who fears you, and Cambyses his son, 

 36.may they be the provisioners of our shrines until distant (?) days, 

and the population of Babylon call blessings on my kingship. I have 

enabled all the lands to live in peace.   

 37.Every day I increased by [… ge]ese, two ducks and ten pigeons the 

[former offerings] of  geese, ducks and pigeons. 
 

(Official Text of complete 45 lines translation:  

http://www.cyrusgreat.com/content/view/16/2/) 
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A sample translation of lines 34 – 37: detailing Cyrus's Prayer and 

sacrifices to the Gods: Akkadian Cuneiform script and its translation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

(Complete side by side translation:  

http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrus_I/cyrus_cylinder2.html)   19 

34 i-na maš-ta-ki-šu-nu ú-še-ši-ib šú-ba-at tu-ub ŠÀ-

bi {ut} kul-la-ta DINGIR
meš 

ša ú-še-ri-bi a-na qé-er-

bi ma-ha-zi-šu-un 

May all the gods whom I settled in their 

sacred centers ask daily 

35 u4-mi-ša-am ma-har 
d
EN ù 

d
NÀ ša a-ra-ku U4

meš
-

ia li-ta-mu-ú lit-taz-ka-ru a-ma-a-ta du-un-qí-ia ù a-

na 
d
AMAR.UTU EN-ia li-iq-bu-ú ša 

m
Ku-ra-áš {-

áš} LUGAL pa-li-hi-ka u 
m

Ka-am-bu-zi-ia DUMU-

šú 

of Bêl and Nâbu that my days be long and 

may they intercede for my welfare. May 

they say to Marduk, my lord: "As for 

Cyrus, the king who reveres you, and 

Cambyses, his son, 

36 /x\ [x x x- i]b šu-nu lu-ú /x x x x x x x x\ ÙG
meš

 

TIN.TIR
ki 

/ik-tar-ra-bu\ LUGAL-ú-tu KUR.KUR ka-

li-ši-na šu-ub-ti né-eh-tì ú-še-ši-ib 

[end of prayer]."  

The people of Babylon blessed my 

kingship, and I settled all the lands in 

peaceful abodes. 

37 [x x x KUR.]GI
mušen

 2 UZ.TUR
mušen

 ù 10 

TU.GUR4
mušen.meš

 e-li KUR.GI
mušen

 UZ.TUR
mušen.meš

 

ù TU.GUR4
mušen.meš

 

I [daily increased the number offerings to 

N] geese, two ducks, and ten turledoves 

above the former offerings of geese, 

ducks, and turtledoves. 

 



What is its contents? – A short Summary of subjects covered 
1. The text on the Cylinder praises Cyrus, sets out his genealogy and 

portrays him as a king from a line of kings.  

2. The Babylonian king Nabonidus, defeated and deposed by Cyrus, is 

denounced as an impious oppressor of the people of Babylonia.  

3. Cyrus is portrayed as having been chosen by the chief Babylonian 

god Marduk to restore peace and order to the Babylonians.  

4. The text states that Cyrus was welcomed by the people of Babylon 

as their new ruler and entered the city in peace.  

5. It appeals to Marduk to protect and help Cyrus and his son 

Cambyses. 

6. It extols Cyrus's efforts to improve Babylonians’ lives, to repatriate 

displaced people, to restore temples and cult sanctuaries.  

7. It concludes with a description of how Cyrus repaired the city wall of 

Babylon and found a similar inscription placed by an earlier king. 

  20 



Cyrus Cylinder (The Official Text) 
1. The text on the Cylinder praises Cyrus, sets out his genealogy and 

portrays him as a king from a line of kings.  

 
I am Cyrus, King of the globe, great king, mighty king, King of Babylon, 

king of the land of Sumer and Akad, King of ......, king of the four 

quarters of Earth, son of Cambysis (Kambujiye), great king, king of 

Anshan, grandson of Cyrus (Kurosh), great king, king of Anshan, 

descendant of Teispes (Chaish Pish), great king, king of Anshan, 

progeny of an unending royal line, whose rule, The Gods, Bel and Nabu 

cherish, whose kingship they desire for their hearts' and pleasures. 

 

(Official Text of complete 45 lines translation:  

http://www.cyrusgreat.com/content/view/16/2/)   21 



Cyrus Cylinder (The Official Text) 
3. Cyrus is portrayed as having been chosen by the chief Babylonian 

god Marduk to restore peace and order to the Babylonians.  

4. The text states that Cyrus was welcomed by the people of Babylon 

as their new ruler and entered the city in peace.  
 

When I well disposed, entered Babylon, I had established the seat of 

government in the royal palace of the ruler, amidst jubilation and 

rejoicing. Marduk the great god, induced the magnanimous inhabitants 

of Babylon to love me, and I sought daily to worship him when my 

numerous soldiers in great numbers peacefully entered Babylon and 

moved about undisturbed in the midst of the Babylon, I did not allow 

anyone to terrorize the people of the lands of Sumer and Akkad and ...... 

I kept in view, the needs of the people and all their sanctuaries to 

promote their well being. I strove for peace in Babylon and in all his 

other sacred cities.  
 

  22 



Cyrus Cylinder (The Official Text) 
2. The Babylonian king Nabonidus, defeated and deposed by Cyrus, is 

denounced as an impious oppressor of the people of Babylonia.  

5. It appeals to Marduk to protect and help Cyrus and his son 

Cambyses. 
 

As to the inhabitants of Babylon who against the will of the gods were 

enslaved, I abolished the corvee (yoke?) which was against their social 

standing, I freed all slaves. I brought relief to their dilapidated housing, 

putting thus an end to their misfortunes and slavery. Marduk, the great 

lord, was well pleased with my deeds, rejoiced and to me, Cyrus, the 

king who worshipped him, and to Cambyses, my son, the offspring of 

my loins, and to all my troops he graciously gave his blessing, and in 

good sprit, before him we stood peacefully and praised him joyously. 
 

(Official Text of complete 45 lines translation:  

http://www.cyrusgreat.com/content/view/16/2/) 
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Cyrus Cylinder (The Official Text) 
6. It extols Cyrus's efforts to improve Babylonians’ lives, to repatriate 

displaced people, to restore temples and cult sanctuaries.  
 

All the kings who sat in throne rooms, throughout the four quarters, 

from the Upper Sea (Mediterranean Sea) to the Lower Sea (Persian Gulf), 

those who dwelt in ...... and all those who live in other types of buildings 

as well as all the kings of the West Land, who dwelt in tents, brought me 

their heavy tribute and kissed my feet in The Babylon. As to the region, 

from ...... to the cities of Ashur, Susa (Shoosh), Agade and Eshnuna, the 

cities of Zamban, Me-Turnu, Der as far as the region of the land of 

Gutium, the holy cities beyond the Tigris River, whose sanctuaries had 

been in ruins over a long period, the gods whose abode is in the midst 

of them, I returned to their places and housed them in lasting abodes.  

I also gathered all their former inhabitants and returned to them their 

habitations.   24 



Cyrus Cylinder (The Official Text) 
Furthermore, I resettled upon the command of Marduk, the great lord, 

all the gods of Sumer and Akad whom Nabonid had brought into 

Babylon to the anger of the lord of the gods, unharmed, in their former 

chapels, the places which makes them happy. 

May all the gods whom I have placed within their sanctuaries and 

resettled in their sacred cities, address a daily prayer in my favor before 

Bel and Nabu, that my days may be long, and may they recommend me 

to him, to Marduk my lord, they may say: "May Cyrus the King, who 

worships thee, and Cambysis his son ...... all gods I settled in a peaceful 

place, I sacrificed ducks and doves, I endeavored to repair their 

dwelling places ...... " 
 

(Official Text of complete 45 lines translation:  

http://www.cyrusgreat.com/content/view/16/2/) 
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Verification of its contents by Old Testament! 
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Prophets Isaiah & Jeremiah 

in the Old Testament 

prophesized that the people 

of Judah would be forced 

into exile by the Babylonians 

but they will survive their 

exile in Babylon and return 

home in 70 years.  

Ezra recounted this prophecy 

in his book.  



Verification of Cyrus Cylinder’s contents by Old Testament! 
 Jeremiah was one of the prophets who warned the people of Judah 

that they would be forced into exile by the Babylonians. In Jeremiah 

32:36-37, he prophesies to the people that they will survive their exile 

in Babylon and return home in 70 years.  

 In 609 B.C., the Babylonians captured the last Assyrian king, and the 

land of Judah was now under their control, and they began a process 

of forcing key residents into exile in Babylon.  

Here is Jeremiah 32:36-37: 

 36. "You are saying about this city, 'By the sword, famine and plague 

it will be handed over to the king of Babylon'; but this is what the 

LORD, the God of Israel, says:  

 37. I will surely gather them from all the lands where I banish them in 

my furious anger and great wrath; I will bring them back to this place 

and let them live in safety.”   28 



Verification of Cyrus Cylinder’s contents by Old Testament! 

Ezra recounts the liberation of Jews from Babylon by Cyrus: 
Ezra 1:1-7: Translations (King James Version) 

 

 1.1: Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the 

LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the LORD stirred 

up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, that he made a proclamation 

throughout all his kingdom, and put it also in writing, saying, 

 1.2: Thus saith Cyrus king of Persia, The LORD God of heaven hath 

given me all the kingdoms of the earth; and he hath charged me to 

build him an house at Jerusalem, which is in Judah. 

 1.3: Who is there among you of all his people? his God be with him, 

and let him go up to Jerusalem, which is in Judah, and build the 

house of the LORD God of Israel, (he is the God,) which is in 

Jerusalem.   29 



Verification of Cyrus Cylinder’s contents by Old Testament! 
Ezra 1:1-7: Translations (King James Version) (contd.) 

 1.4: And whosoever remaineth in any place where he sojourneth, let 

the men of his place help him with silver, and with gold, and with 

goods, and with beasts, beside the freewill offering for the house of 

God that is in Jerusalem. 

 1.5: Then rose up the chief of the fathers of Judah and Benjamin, and 

the priests, and the Levites, with all them whose spirit God had raised, 

to go up to build the house of the LORD which is in Jerusalem. 

 1.6: And all they that were about them strengthened their hands with 

vessels of silver, with gold, with goods, and with beasts, and with 

precious things, beside all that was willingly offered. 

 1.7: Also Cyrus the king brought forth the vessels of the house of the 

LORD, which Nebuchadnezzar had brought forth out of Jerusalem, 

and had put them in the house of his gods;   30 



Verification of its contents by Old Testament! 
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Isaiah’s & Jeremiah’s 

Prophecy, Ezra’s 

Recounting and the 

Discovery of Cyrus 

Cylinder corroborates 

one another's 

accounts.  

Cyrus 

liberated 

Jews in 

Babylon. 
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Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 
Cyrus is the Greek form of the original old Persian name: Kurush 

 5th descendent of Hakhaamanish, the founder of the dynasty 

Hakhaamanish built the state Parsumash in the southwest of Iran and 

was succeeded by Teispes 

 he took the title "King of Anshan" after seizing Anshan city and 

enlarging his kingdom further to include Pars proper 

He was succeeded by his son Cyrus I, and grandson Cambyses I who 

was succeeded by his son, Cyrus II, Cyrus The Great 

 based on archaeological research and the genealogy given in the 

Behistun Inscription, Cyrus the Great was an Hakhaamanish   33 



Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 
His father married Mandane, daughter of Median King Astyages and 

so he was the grandson of the Median king Astyages 

Cyrus the Great had a wife named Cassandane, an Achaemenian and 

daughter of Pharnaspes. From this marriage, Cyrus had four children: 

Cambyses II, Bardiya (Smerdis), Atossa, and another daughter 

Cyrus the Great's son Cambyses II would become the king of Persia, 

and his daughter Atossa would marry Darius the Great and bear him 

Xerxes I 

  34 



Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 
Cyrus was not yet an independent ruler. Like his predecessors, Cyrus 

had to recognize Median over lordship.  

Cyrus was dissatisfied with Astyages's policies and convinced the 

Persian people to revolt against their feudal lords, the Medes 

 From the start of the revolt in summer 553 BC, with his first battles 

taking place from early 552 BC, Cyrus led his armies against the 

Medes until the capture of Ecbatana in 549 BC, effectively conquering 

the Median Empire 

  35 



Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 
While Cyrus the Great accepted the crown of Media, by 546 BC, he 

officially assumed the title "King of Persia" instead.  

With Astyages out of power, all of his vassals were now under his 

command.  

His uncle Arsames, who had been the king of the city-state of Parsa 

under the Medes had to give up his throne.  

However, this transfer of power within the family have been smooth, 

and Arsames was still the nominal governor of Parsa, under Cyrus's 

authority—more of a Prince or a Grand Duke than a King 

  36 



Cyrus The Great – His Conquests 
Cyrus defeated and captured Croesus, the king of Lydia, occupying 

the capital at Sardis, conquering the Lydian kingdom in 546 BC. 

Cyrus sent his generals, Mazares and Harpagus to complete  the 

conquest of Asia Minor. Harpagus, after the death of Mazares,  

captured Lycia, Cilicia and Phoenicia, and ended his conquest of the 

area in 542 BC and returned to Persia 

By the year 540 BC, Cyrus captured Elam and its capital, Susa 

Near the beginning of October, Cyrus fought the Battle of Opis on the 

Tigris, north of Babylon. The Babylonian army was routed, and on 

October 10, Sippar was seized without a battle   37 



Cyrus The Great – Conquest of Babylon 
 It is probable that Cyrus engaged in negotiations with the Babylonian 

generals to obtain a compromise on their part and therefore avoid an 

armed confrontation 

Nabonidus was staying in the city at the time and soon fled to the 

capital, Babylon, which he had not visited in years 

 Two days later, on October 7, Gubaru's troops entered Babylon, again 

without any resistance from the Babylonian armies, and detained 

Nabonidus 
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Cyrus The Great – Conquest of Babylon 
Herodotus explains that to accomplish this feat, the Persians, using a 

basin dug earlier by the Babylonian queen Nitokris to protect Babylon 

against Median attacks, diverted the Euphrates river into a canal so 

that the water level dropped "to the height of the middle of a man's 

thigh", which allowed the invading forces to march directly through 

the river bed to enter at night 

On October 29, Cyrus himself entered the city of Babylon and 

detained Nabonidus 

Cyrus incorporated Babylon’s subnational entities into his Empire, 

including Syria, Judea, and Arabia Petraea   39 



Cyrus The Great – Conquest of Babylon 
After taking Babylon, Cyrus the Great proclaimed himself "king of 

Babylon, king of Sumer and Akkad, king of the four corners of the 

world" in the famous Cyrus cylinder 

Cyrus the Great's dominions comprised the largest empire the world 

had ever seen 

At the end of Cyrus's rule, the Achaemenid Empire stretched from 

Asia Minor in the west to the northwestern areas of India in the east 
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Cyrus The Great – Death and Burial 
 The details of Cyrus's death vary by account 

 The account of Herodotus from his Histories: Cyrus met his fate in a 

fierce battle with the Massagetae, a tribe from the southern deserts of 

the steppe regions of modern-day Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan 

An alternative account from Xenophon's Cyropaedia contradicts the 

others, claiming that Cyrus died peaceably at his capital 

Cyrus the Great's remains were interred in his capital city of 

Pasargadae, where today a limestone tomb (built around 540–530 BC) 

still exists, remained largely intact 
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Cyrus The Great – Death and Burial 
Cuneiform evidence from Babylon proves that Cyrus died around 

December 530 BC 

 Though the city itself is now in ruins, the burial place of Cyrus the 

Great has remained largely intact; and the tomb has been partially 

restored to counter its natural deterioration over the years.  

According to Plutarch, his epitaph said: 

 “ O man, whoever you are and wherever you come from, for I know 

you will come, I am Cyrus who won the Persians their empire. Do not 

therefore begrudge me this bit of earth that covers my bones”    42 
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Cyrus The Great – Death and Burial 
 Let us end this with the quote from Poet Keki Daruwalla, a Member of 

the Indian National Commission for Minorities: from his Poem: 

Pasargadae Sonnets, about Cyrus the Great and his resting place:  
 

 “And prayers smoked upwards, profoundly intoned, by muffled, half-

masked Mobeds who, now and then, 

  when flame turned ember, lapsed into a drone. Your words lay simple 

on the limestone face: 

 “Here I lie, Cyrus, King of the Persians. Stranger don’t grudge me 

these few feet of space.” 



Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Agenda: 
1. Cyrus Cylinder: What is it? 

2. How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 

3. What is its contents? – Cyrus’ lineage and his achievements 

4. Verification of its contents by Old Testament! 

5. Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 

6. Reverence for him in ancient & modern world (Europe, USA, Quran) 

7. Cyrus Cylinder - Its USA Tour in 2013 at 5 different places. 

8. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English and Cyber Hama Zor Greeting 

9. Acknowledgements   44 



The Cyropaedia (or Cyropedia) is a biography[1] of Cyrus the Great, 

written in the early 4th century BC by the Athenian gentleman-

soldier, and student of Socrates, Xenophon of Athens. The Latinized 

title Cyropaedia derives from Greek Kúrou paideía (Κύρου παιδεία), 

meaning "The Education of Cyrus". Aspects of it would become a 

model for medieval writers of the genre known as mirrors for princes. 

In turn it was a strong influence upon the most well-known but 

atypical of these, Machiavelli's The Prince, which was an important 

influence in the rejection of medieval political thinking, and the 

development of modern politics.  
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Xenophon's Cyropaedia offers a glimpse of Cyrus' character. The 

source gives "an artist's portrait" of Cyrus as "the Ideal Ruler and the 

best form of Government“. Xenophon (c. 431 – 355 BC) was not a 

contemporary of Cyrus (c. 580 – 530 BC) and it is likely that at least 

some of the information about Persia was based on events that 

occurred at the later Achaemenid court. It is also possible that 

stories of the great King were recounted (and embellished) by court 

society and that these are the basis of Xenophon's text 

Internet at:         http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyropaedia_(Xenophon) 

Reverence for Cyrus in ancient & modern world (Europe, USA, Quran) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socrates
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenophon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirrors_for_princes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machiavelli
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Prince


The work narrates an entire lifetime of Cyrus, and so only the first of 

the 8 books is purely concerning the "education of Cyrus" 

(cyropaedia). This first book is devoted to Cyrus' descent, education 

and his stay at the court of his maternal grandfather, the Median 

dynast Astyages.  

Books 2 through 7 cover Cyrus' life while still an important vassal of 

the Medes, on his career towards becoming one of the most 

powerful rulers in the history of Middle Eastern empires. It is in this 

main part of the work that the character Cyrus is often shown as an 

example of classical virtue.  

Book 8 is a sketch of Cyrus' kingship and his views of monarchy.  
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Internet at:         http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyropaedia_(Xenophon) 

In classical antiquity, the Cyropaedia was considered the 

masterpiece of a very widely respected and studied author. Many 

famous writers "ranked him among the best philosophers and 

historians". Amongst classical leaders, it was a favorite of Alexander 

the Great and Julius Caesar. Many of the Founding Fathers of the 

United States of America sought inspiration from the Cyropaedia, 

and Thomas Jefferson had two personal copies of the book, "which 

was a mandatory read for statesmen.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astyages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_the_Great
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_the_Great
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Founding_Fathers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson


“Twenty-five hundred years ago Cyrus, a great Persian leader 

of wisdom and virtue, created the Persian Empire, conquered 

Babylon, freed forty thousand Jews from captivity, wrote 

mankind's first human rights charter, and ruled over those he 

had defeated with respect and benevolence. 

The Iranians came to regard Cyrus as "The Father," the 

Babylonians as "The Liberator," and the Jews as "The 

Anointed of the Lord." The Greeks called him "The Law 

Giver," and a century after Cyrus's death, an admiring 

Xenophon of Athens wrote an epic account of Cyrus's 

many leadership principles at war and at peace. 

By freshening the voice and style that Xenophon ascribed to 

Cyrus, Larry Hedrick has fashioned a more intimate Cyrus. A 

new generation of readers, including executives, managers, 

and military officers, can now learn from Cyrus's leaderships 

and wisdom in Xenophon's narrative.” 

Available from Barnes & Noble at: 

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/xenophons-cyrus-the-great-larry-

hedrick/1102238640?ean=9780312355319 
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Using Xenophon Cyropaedia, Larry Hedrick couched it for 

the modern executives, managers and military officers to 

learn from Cyrus’s leadership and wisdom. 



HERODOTUS (c. 484-425 B.C.), Greek historian, called the 

Father of History, was born at Halicarnassus in Asia Minor, 

then dependent upon the Persians, in or about the year 484 

B.C. Herodotus was thus born a Persian subject, and such 

he continued until he was thirty or five-and-thirty years of 

age.  

Among the merits of Herodotus as an historian, the most 

prominent are the diligence with which he collected his 

materials, the candor and impartiality with which he has 

placed his facts before the reader, the absence of party bias 

and undue national vanity, and the breadth of his conception 

of the historian's office. His forte is vivid and picturesque 

description, the lively presentation of scenes and actions, 

characters and states of society, not the subtle analysis of 

motives, the power of detecting the undercurrents or the 

generalizing faculty. 

Also Available on Internet, all 9 books,  at: 

http://www.iranchamber.com/history/herodotus/herod

otus_history_book1.php 

  48 Herodotus gives a number of details about Cyrus the Great in his “The Histories”, 1.180 onwards. 

http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Halicarnassus
http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Asia_Minor
http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Thirty_Years%27_War
http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Diligence
http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Bias


A famous Oratorio, a famous Painting and a famous Poem! 
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Handel’s oratorio 

Belshazzar 

Rembrandt Belshazzar’s Feast 

“Writing on the wall” 

"Mene, Mene, Tekel, u-Pharsin." 

Lord Byron Poem 

Vision of Belshazzar 

"Belshazzar's grave is made, His kingdom pass'd away, He, in the balance weigh'd, Is light and worthless clay;  

The shroud his robe of state, His canopy the stone; The Mede is at his gate ! The Persian on his throne ! "  



Firdausi in his Shahnameh completely ignores Hakhamanian Dynasty??! 
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 This is a very puzzling fact! 

 Firdausi ends the Kyaanian Dynasty with the King Dara which he identifies 

with the last Hakhamanian Dynasty Darius III who was defeated by Alexander 

the Accursed in 330 BC 

 There is no mention of Cyrus, Darius, Xerxes and other Emperors! WHY?? 

 After Alexander, he describes Parthian Dynasty who ruled for almost 400 years 

as a brief mention 

 Then he describes Ardashir Papakan of the Sasanian Dynasty founder thus 

missing many centuries of Iranian History!! 
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 On 14 October 1971, Princess Ashraf Pahlavi, sister of Muhammad Reza Pahlavi the Shah 

of Iran presented the United Nations Secretary General U Thant with a replica of The Cyrus 

Cylinder. The princess asserted that: "the heritage of Cyrus the Great was the heritage of 

human understanding, tolerance, courage, compassion and, above all, human liberty".  

Cyrus Cylinder Replica at the UN Headquarters, NY 

Sashi Tharoor UN Under-Secretary explaining Cyrus Cylinder in UN 

 The Secretary General accepted the gift, linking the Cylinder with the efforts of the United 

Nations General Assembly to address "the question of Respect for Human Rights in Armed 

Conflict". Since then the replica has been kept at the United Nations Headquarters in New 

York City on the second floor hallway, and the text has been translated into all six official 

U.N. languages. 

See attached file: UN Press Release for Cyrus Cylinder Gift by Shah Reza Pahlavi 19711014.htm 



Is “Dhul-Quarnayn” in Quran Cyrus the Great??!! 
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 Dhul-Qarnayn literally "the possessor of two horns“ is a figure mentioned in the 

Qur'an where he is described as a great and righteous ruler who built the wall that 

keeps Gog and Magog from attacking the people.  

 The story of Dhul-Qarnayn appears in fifteen verses of the Qur'an, specifically 

verses 18:83-98. 

 The identification of Dhul-Qarnayn in historical context is not clear. The character is 

usually identified as Alexander the Great. In some modern scholarship the character 

is identified as Cyrus the Great. 

 This theory has been endorsed by such scholars as Maududi, Javed Ahmed 

Ghamidi, the Indian minister Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Allameh Tabatabaei, and 

Naser Makarem Shirazi, among others. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qur%27an
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gog_and_Magog
//en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Holy_Qur'an!_scope="row"
//en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Holy_Qur'an!_scope="row"
//en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Holy_Qur'an!_scope="row"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_the_Great_in_the_Qur%27an
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sayyid_Abul_Ala_Maududi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javed_Ahmed_Ghamidi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javed_Ahmed_Ghamidi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abul_Kalam_Azad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allameh_Tabatabaei
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naser_Makarem_Shirazi


Is “Dhul-Quarnayn” in Quran Cyrus the Great??!! 
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Many Islamic scholars believe that Dhul-Qarnayn was Cyrus the Great. Their evidence 

includes artifacts, stone carving palaces and graves. Some of their reasons are: 

1. In the carved stone at Pasargadae, Cyrus is shown with his crown with two horns. 

2. According to the Quran, Cyrus was the first king (several hundred years before 

Alexander the Great) who conquered most of Europe and Asia. 

3. Cyrus was a monotheist and worshipped the God, but Alexander had many gods. 

4. In the Quran, Dhul-Qarnayn noted that the journey begins to the west and then to 

the east before the road to the other (the North), which coincided with Cyrus’s 

Persian conquest in the West prior to capturing the Northeast. 

5. Expedition of Cyrus proceeded with the conquest of Lycia, Cilicia and Phoenicia, 

and they used the techniques of wall construction which was not used anymore by 

the Greeks at that time. 

6. In accordance to story in Quran, more chances of it being Cyrus, as he ended his 

expeditions in 542 BC, before returning to Persia, while Alexander was still in war 

mission when he died 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lycia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cilicia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phoenicia


Reverence for him in ancient & modern world (Europe, USA, Quran) 

Summarising Key Points: 
 Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, Plutarch’s positive comments 

 Cyropaedia biography and its prominent place throughout the ages 

 Alexander, Napoleon, Jefferson referred to it frequently (Pres. Truman remark) 

 Handel composed an Oratorio, Rembrandt painted the famous Belshazzar’s 

Feast, and Lord Byron composed the famous poem: Belshazzar’s Vision 

 The Arts of Leadership and War – Larry Hedrick recast Cyropaedia 

 Peter Drucker: “Still the best book on leadership” 

 Firdausi ignores Cyrus??!! 

 Replica at the UN Headquarters, NY 

 “Dhul-Qarnayn” in Quran: refers to Cyrus??!! 
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Alexander 

visiting Cyrus 

The Great 

Tomb 



Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Agenda: 
1. Cyrus Cylinder: What is it? 

2. How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 

3. What is its contents? – Cyrus’ lineage and his achievements 

4. Verification of its contents by Old Testament! 

5. Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 

6. Reverence for him in ancient & modern world (Europe, USA, Quran) 

7. Cyrus Cylinder - Its USA Tour in 2013 at 5 different places 

8. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English and Cyber Hama Zor Greeting 

9. Acknowledgements   55 



 The "Cyrus Cylinder and Ancient Persia” exhibit starts its tour of 5 U.S. cities 

on March 9th. The exhibit of the cylinder, alongside sixteen objects, will 

showcase the Persian ruler's innovations and how the proclamation of the 

Cylinder shaped the ethics of the ancient world. 

 FEZANA’s coordinating team: Homi Gandhi and local representatives  

 encourage FEZANA association members to offer programs, tours, resources, 

and materials that would teach and engage adults, children, educators, and 

neighbors the modern relevance of both Cyrus and the Cyrus cylinder.  

 FEZANA currently working on a list of resource materials (books, websites, 

and images), and it will soon be shared with member associations.  

Cyrus Cylinder U.S. Tour Begins March 9  
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FEZANA Bulletin Feb 2013: http://www.fezana.org/files/drupalfiles/FEZANA_Bulletin_2013_02.pdf 

http://www.fezana.org/files/drupalfiles/FEZANA_Bulletin_2013_02.pdf


Cyrus Cylinder U.S. Tour Begins March 9  
EXHIBIT SCHEDULE:  

■ Washington D.C.; 9th March – 28th April 2013 

Smithsonian’s Arthur M. Sackler Gallery and Freer Gallery of Art 

ZAMWI : Armita Soroosh (armita@us.ibm.com )  

■ Houston; 3rd May – 14th June 2013 

Museum of Fine Arts  

ZAH : Aban Rustomji (aban@coatingindustries.com) 

■ New York City;  20th June – 4th August 2013 

 The Metropolitan Museum of Art  

ZAGNY : Khursheed Navder (knavder@hunter.cuny.edu)  

 

■ San Francisco; 9th August – 22nd September 2013  

 Asian Art Museum 

ZANC : Nazneen Spliedt (nazehler@aol.com)  

 
■ Los Angeles; 2nd October – 2nd December 2013 

 J. Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Villa  

ZAC : Parmis Khatibi (parmis99@aol.com) 
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After Los Angeles, the Cyrus Cylinder 

will be displayed in the Cowasjee 

Jehangir Art Gallery in time for the World 

Zoroastrian Congress in Mumbai Dec. 

2013 

mailto:aban@coatingindustries.com


 FREE LECTURES 

A series of fabulous (free) lectures are lined up at the Smithsonian's Freer and 

Sackler Galleries in Washington D.C. Plan your visit.  

Click on the website for details: http://www.asia.si.edu/events/lectures.asp 
 

Some subjects covered: 

 The Many Meanings of the Cyrus Cylinder: British Museum director, Neil 

MacGregor 

 Cuneiform Tweets: Inscribe a Short Message in Cuneiform!  

 From Babylon to Persepolis: Cyrus the Great & the Legacy of Ancient Iran 

 The Historical King Cyrus and Handel’s Belshazzar 

 The Cyrus Cylinder: The Discovery and Creation of an Icon 

Cyrus Cylinder U.S. Tour Begins March 9  
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Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Resource Materials: 
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_cylinder 

2. http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrus_I/cyrus_cylinder2.html 

3. http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-

us-89222/ 

4. http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/articles/c/cyrus_cylinder_-_translation.aspx 

5. http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=photos+of+cyrus+cylinder&qpvt=photos+of+cyrus+cylinder&FO

RM=IQFRML      

6. http://www.cyrusgreat.com/content/view/16/2/ 

7. http://www.godvine.com/bible/Ezra/1-1 

8. http://capwiz.com/paaia/mailapp/ 

9. http://cyrusnovel.wordpress.com/photohistory/alexander/ 

10. https://sites.google.com/site/humanrightsevolution/he-cyrus-cylinder 

11. UN Press Release for Cyrus Cylinder Gift by Shah Reza Pahlavi 19711014.pdf (attached file)   59 

13. http://www.cais-

soas.com/CAIS/History/hakhamaneshian/Cyrus-the-

great/cyrus_cylinder_complete.htm#.UTpi89G-kAc.email 

12. http://www.cais-

soas.com/CAIS/History/hakhamaneshian/Cyrus-the-

great/cyrus_the_great_god_anointed_shepherd.htm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_cylinder
http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrus_I/cyrus_cylinder2.html
http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrus_I/cyrus_cylinder2.html
http://www.livius.org/ct-cz/cyrus_I/cyrus_cylinder2.html
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
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http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
http://global.christianpost.com/news/cyrus-cylinder-confirming-biblical-account-of-persian-king-to-tour-us-89222/
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http://www.godvine.com/bible/Ezra/1-1
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https://sites.google.com/site/humanrightsevolution/he-cyrus-cylinder
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Cyber Hum Bandagi in English and Cyber Hama Zor Greeting 
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Anusheh Rawaan Rawaani, Behdin Khodamorad Behdin Mehraban  

Aedar Yaad Baad! 

“Khodamorad Kamran, an 

exemplar of Zarathushti charity, 

values, ethics and compassion 

who has constantly supported  

our North American diaspora” 

Behram Pastakia 

In this place, we revere the Immortal Rawaan of Behdin Khodamorad Mehraban Kamran! 



Dasturji explains why he wrote this book in his Autobiography: 

You have received this chapter in a WORD File: 

Dhalla Homage Unto Ahura Mazda Background.doc                 62 

Are there any prayers I can pray in English? 
Many of the Zoroastrian Dastoors (highly-qualified Mobeds) and scholars have written books offering 

guidance to Zoroastrians on how to live a faithful and productive life. One of the best of these is Homage 

Unto Ahura Mazda. This excellent book, in the form of daily thoughts, was written meticulously by a great 

scholar who was the Head Dastoor of the Anjuman (Zoroastrian Community) in Karachi, Pakistan, over a 

long period of time until his death, Dastur Dr. M. N. Dhalla.  

The full text of the book is available for free online at 

http://www.zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/index.htm.  

For those who find themselves lost in our Prayers, not understanding their meanings, and are interested 

in praying in English language related to our Religion, I recommend this book with a whole heart. Its 

wisdom is such that I believe it would be inspirational to people of all religious traditions.  

Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Agenda: 8. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English 

http://www.zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/index.htm


Are there any prayers I can pray in English? 
Christians use the 'Prayer Book' in their churches and recite the prayers contained therein composed by 

different people in comprehensible languages. Together with this they use the 'Hymnal' and sing the 

hymns composed by various musicians to the accompaniment of the organ.  

The Rehnumai Mazdayasnan Society had taken the lead to initiate such a reform when the learned Ervad 

Sheriarji Bharucha was delivering his sermons. At first the assembly would rise and recite in unison a 

verse or two from the Avesta and thereafter sing the substance of that verse in Gujarati, accompanied by 

the harmonium. There was an uproar from orthodox circles against such prayer set to music and this 

practice was abandoned in time.  

Dasturji explains why he wrote this book in his  

Autobiography, website: www.avesta.org/dhalla/saga.htm 

You have received this chapter in a WORD File: 

Dhalla Homage Unto Ahura Mazda Background.doc 
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Are there any prayers I can pray in English? 
On receiving and utilising these, many coreligionists wrote to me stating that, despite all their honest 

efforts, when they had simply failed to have any desire to pray in Avesta, which they could not 

understand, they had turned in despair to Christian prayers. But now that they had found Zoroastrian 

prayers in a comprehensible language they had started using them every day.  

 

In this manner my resolution made forty years ago while I was studying at Columbia University to 

compose in Gujarati devotional and benedictory prayers for daily use and for congregational purposes is 

at last being fulfilled by the grace of God.  

Dasturji explains why he wrote this book in his  

Autobiography, website: www.avesta.org/dhalla/saga.htm 

You have received this chapter in a WORD File: 

Dhalla Homage Unto Ahura Mazda Background.doc 

Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 
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Are there any prayers I can pray in English? 
 

Jamshid-i-Nauruz 
To Boundless Time, O Ahura Mazda, is born a babe this day. The earth has run her 

yearly round and the sun enters the vernal equinox with majestic grandeur. Jamshid 

of Kingly Glory was first among mankind to celebrate this, the festal day of the spring, 

amid universal thanksgiving and feasting and rejoicing, and named it Nauruz or the 

New Year's Day. 

We bow our heads in thankfulness to thee that this national festival of the Golden Age 

of Iran has survived the ravages of time and remains to this day as an undying 

memorial to the great and glorious king. 

An extract from: Homage Unto Ahura Mazda 

Part II(a) Prayer #18 (Attached We pray for Unity WORD file) 

http://zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/ch1c/ic32.htm 

Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 
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Are there any prayers I can pray in English? 
 

Jamshid-i-Nauruz 
Nature showers her bounteous gifts all around and hails this auspicious day. The 

earth wears the green of spring-time and glories in regaining her youthful beauty. New 

life is buzzing everywhere and everything is throbbing with budding life. The hedges 

and groves resound with the ravishing and sweet melodies of a myriad winged 

inhabitants of the air, who wish all sentient creatures nature's Happy New Year. 

Health and happiness such as mankind had never known abounded in the glorious 

reign of the renowned king and old age and death, they say, were unknown in the 

land.  

An extract from: Homage Unto Ahura Mazda 

Part I(c) Prayer #32 (Attached Jamshid-i-Nauruz WORD file) 

http://zarathushtra.com/z/article/dhalla/ch1c/ic32.htm 

Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 
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Are there any prayers I can pray in English? 
 

Jamshid-i-Nauruz 
Thou alone, O Ever-living Lord, dost not age and dost not die.  

All that are born do blossom and bloom, but to wither and fade like leaves of the tree. 

Vouchsafe, in thy mercy, that untimely old age and untimely death may not overtake 

us. May the budding season bring for us soundness of body and vigor of mind, may 

the mellow rays of the new sun quicken our hearts, and may the vernal beacon-light 

lead our souls on the path of the new life that opens with Jamshid-i-Nauruz. 

Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Agenda: 8. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English 

An extract from: Homage Unto Ahura Mazda 
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In that spirit of Communal, National & International Unity Prayer  

with Humata, Hukhta, Hvarshta, 

Let me remind you all of the book: 

Naurooz Prayer 

By 

FEZANA  

Naurooz Planning  

Committee: 

Hamā Anjuman Prayers for Naurooz 

In English, Gujarati and Farsi 
Containing small prayers to be used during the Naurooz Celebrations! 
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Available in North 

America from: 

Mrs. Zenobia Damania 

admin@fezana.org 

Available in India  

Due to generous grant from  

WZO Trust, India 

From: Meher  

Union Press, Mumbai 

iranshaw@gmail.com 



Hamā Anjuman Prayers for Naurooz 

In English, Gujarati and Farsi 

Haft Sheen Tables for Naurooz 

Assembled by Ervad Soli P. Dastur with the help of  

FEZANA Naurooz Planning Committee 
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Naurooz Prayer 

By 

FEZANA  

Naurooz Planning  

Committee 
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In that spirit of Communal, National & International Unity Prayer  

with Humata, Hukhta, Hvarshta, 

Let us all make a resolve to follow these principles by performing  

the age old Zarathushtri greeting of Hama Zor with your neighbors reciting: 

“Hamaa Zor, Hamaa Asho Bade!” 

“Let us be United in Righteousness!” 

Good Thoughts 

Good Words 

Good Deeds    

humata 
Humata 
 

huxta 
Hukhta 
 

hwarSta 
Hvarshta 

Cyber Hama Zor Greeting 
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Hamaa Zor 

Greetings 

between 

participants 

during a 

Religious 

Tele Class. 
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Hamaa Zor 

Greetings 

between 

participants 

during a 

Religious 

Tele Class. 
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Cyrus Cylinder and Its Universal Appeal in Today’s World! 

Agenda: 
1. Cyrus Cylinder: What is it? 

2. How was it discovered? Where is its Permanent Place? 

3. What is its contents? – Cyrus’ lineage and his achievements 

4. Verification of its contents by Old Testament! 

5. Cyrus The Great – His Life and Achievements 

6. Reverence for him in ancient & modern world (Europe, USA, Quran) 

7. Cyrus Cylinder - Its USA Tour in 2013 at 5 different places. 

8. Cyber Hum Bandagi in English and Cyber Hama Zor Greeting 

9. Acknowledgements   74 



Thank you all for your Participation, patience and time! 

Thank you all who helped me to collect information for this talk! 

And the last but not the least, 

My Dear Wife Jo Ann, 

For 46 years of supporting me in all my crazy endeavors! 

And do not forget our Jamshid-i-Nauruz Prayer and  

The Cyber Hamaa Zor Greeting! 
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Pak Iranshah 
Atash Behram 

JD Colaba 
Atash Adarian 

San 
Jose 

Atash  
Dadgah 


